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ABSTRACT 
The total least-squares (‘ES) technique, which is well known in numerical linear 
algebra and able to compute strongly consistent estimators of the parameters in a 
linear errors-in-variables model, is compared algebraically with the classical regression 
estimators. Using the singular-value decomposition and geometric concepts, algebraic 
equivalences and important relationships between the classical regression techniques 
and TLS estimation are established with special reference to problems of collinearity. 
The equivalence between principalcomponent and latent-root regression in collinear- 
ity problems is proven, and the difference between latent-root regression and TLS 
estimation is clarified. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The classical linear regression model 
y=Xp+& (1.1) 
describes the relationship between a vector y of n observations of one 
response variable on one hand, and p input variables on the other, by a 
specified error-free n X p matrix X. The n-dimensional vector E contains the 
errors, which should be uncorrelated and normal with zero mean and 
constant variance. 
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While multiple linear least-squares regression (LS) has been in use for a 
long time as the major statistical technique for estimating the regression 
parameters p of a linear regression model (l.l), the full implications, limita- 
tions, and inherent problems associated with it have only recently been 
treated in the literature. Although the linear least-squares estimators exhibit 
the very desirable property of having minimal variance in the class of linear 
unbiased estimators under the usual (Gauss-Markov) conditions imposed on 
the model, they can, nevertheless, have extremely large variances when the 
data are multicollinear (i.e. nearly linearly dependent). Most of the modifica- 
tions of the ordinary least-squares approach are attempts to deal with the 
problem of collinearity, and many biased estimators have been proposed: 
principal-component regression (PC) [2], latent-root regression (LR) [ 181, 
shrinkage [13], ridge regression (RR) [2,6], etc. Despite their better perfor- 
mance in the presence of collinearity, all the techniques cited above assume 
that the independent variables are free of error. They are no longer adequate 
when all variables are observed with errors. New models and parameter 
estimation techniques have been introduced. The most successful approach 
has been the linear errors-in-variables model [9, 12, 11, 3, 71: 
q=Eb, y=q+v and X=E+V, (1.2) 
which considers all observations X, y as coming from some unknown true 
values E, r~ plus measurement errors V, v. The row vectors of the error matrix 
[V; v] are always assumed to be stochastically independent and identically 
distributed. 
If the rows of the error matrix have zero mean and common covariance 
matrix ~‘1, the total least-squares (TLS) approach yields strongly consistent 
(with probability one) estimators for the parameters p of the linear errors- 
in-variables model (1.2), regardless of the common distribution of the errors 
[16, pp. 23-241. This technique, introduced by Golub and Van Loan [4] in 
numerical linear algebra, is based on the singular-value decomposition (SVD) 
and has been generalized by Van Huffel, Vandewalle, and Staar [15]. It is 
closely related to the errors-in-variables estimation technique of Gleser [3] 
based on an eigenvalue-eigenvector analysis. 
It is the aim of this paper to present some algebraic equivalences and 
relationships between the classical linear regression estimators (LS, PC, RR, 
and LR) and TLS, in the presence of collinearities. The SVD technique, 
proven to be an excellent tool in regression analysis [lo], is used to elucidate 
those equivalences. Moreover, geometric concepts clarify the difference in 
approach of classical regression versus TLS estimation. The equivalence 
between PC and LR in the presence of exactly defined collinearities is 
proven, and the difference between LR and TLS estimation is clarified. 
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2. ALGEBRAIC COMPARISON BETWEEN REGRESSION 
TECHNIQUES AND TLS IN THE PRESENCE 
OF COLLINEARITIES 
Before starting, we summarize the major assumptions and notations used 
throughout this paper: 
(1) We assume that all preprocessing measures on the data (such as 
scaling, whitening, centering, standardizing) have been performed in ad- 
vance. 
(2) The vector /3 denotes an array of p unknown parameters to be 
estimated. If p is estimated by a technique denoted by cx, then its estimate is 
denoted by p, to specify the regression technique used, e.g. pLs, /?rLS. 
(3) The superscript T denotes the transpose of a vector or matrix. 
(4) Let the SVD [lo] of the n X p matrix X be given by 
UZVT (2.1) 
with U=[U, ,..., u,], u~EIW”, V=[u, ,..., v,], viERP, and z= 
diag( oi, . . . , a,), where UTU =VTV = I, and ui > . . . >, apt and let the SVD 
of the augmented n x ( p + 1) matrix [X; y] be given by 
with fi= [&,,...,G p+l], t??:lR”, Q= [6, ,..., 6p+,], Ci EIW~+‘, and e= 
diag(8,,...,Gp+, ), where UTU=?TTQ=Ip+l and a^,> a=. >-4+i. 
(5) 6,, j is the jth component of the ith right singular vector 6,. 
(6) 60 is the fimensional vector containing the first p components of 
the ith right singular vector Gi of [X; y]. 
(7) The LS approximation yx is the orthogonal projection of y onto the 
column space R(X) of X. The TLS approximation of X and y, defined by 
(A.2)-(A.3) in the appendix, is denoted by X and 6. 
(8) The Frobenius norm of a matrix M is defined by (1 it411 F = {a, 
and the Euclidean norm of a vector y by ]I y I I 2 = 1/ciy”. 
(9) Collinearities refer to linear relations between the columns of a 
matrix and are identified by small singular values and their corresponding 
right singular vectors [lo]. Indeed, if the last r singular values of X are 
suitably small, then 
xu, = 0, i=p-r+l,...,p. (2.3) 
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Therefore we define the r collinearities of X by ai and ui with i = p - r + 
1 >.*a, P. 
(10) With respect to collinearities in [X; y ] we can distinguish nonpredic- 
tive and predictive collinearities [17, 11. As we consider the exact case 
throughout this paper, nonpredictive collinearities are defined by vectors 6, 
for which ]6,, P+ i 1 equals zero and the associated singular value dj is suitably 
small, while predictive collinearities are defined by vectors 6, for which 6i 
equals zero. 
The comparison between the classical regression estimators and TLS 
estimation is greatly facilitated by expressing each estimator as a linear 
combination of the singular vectors of X or [X; y]. Based on the properties of 
the SVD [8, lo] and the definition of the respective estimators, one obtains 
If X has r collinearities, 
For some constant k > 0, 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
If [X; y] has s nonpredictive collinearities, 
r~ is a scaling factor and equals one if all variables X and y in (1.1) are 
standardized. If s = 0, fiLR = firs [18]. 
If [X; y] has rank p + 1 - r, then its r smallest singular values are 
approximately zero and thus [X; y] h as r collinearities. Hence, if at least one 
collinearity is predictive, the TLS estimator is directly obtained from (A.8): 
P+l 
P m= c x,6; 
Bj,p+l 
with h= - ~~~;+,_,s~,,+, * (2.8) j=p+2--7 
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If, however, alI r collinearities which appe? in [X; y] are nonpredictive 
(r 2 0), then TLS approximates [X; y] with [X; Q] by making the next larger 
singular value &+ i zero. This means that $_,+ i is made predictive if 
ap-*+l p+l # 0 (see appendix). 
If r>Oandadditionallyall i?i,p+l areexactlyzerofori=p+2-r,..., 
p + 1, then using (A.9), the vector y is orthogonal to ui for all i = p + 
1 -r,..., p. Hence, if 4_, > 6p_-r+l, we have from (A.7) 
(2.9) 
with r the number of nonpredictive collinearities. Since we approximate 
[X; y] with [ _f; ij] by making u^ p _ r+ i predictive, the expression (2.8) may also 
be, used if we consider the number of collinearities of the TLS approximation 
[X; 61, namely r + 1. 
Equation (2.9) allows us to compare, at least formally, the expressions of 
the PC, LS, and RR estimators with TLS estimation. From (2.6) and (2.9) one 
observes that p TLs = /Ian if one takes k = - t$+ 1 and assumes no collineari- 
ties. Ridge regression is in fact a way of regularizing the solution to an 
ill-conditioned LS problem [S]. TLS is a deregularizing procedure, a kind of 
reverse ridge regression. This implies that TLS can only be useful in 
errors-in-variables problems for which it can be proven that the expected 
value of the perturbed uz - &t+ 1 equals the ith singular value of the 
error-free matrix E corresponding to X. In those cases, the TLS solution 
estimates the solution of the error-free problem (1.2) consistently [16, pp. 
23-241. 
If we subtract $+ i _, from each singular value u: of X, we transform the 
LS estimator [PC estimator] into the TLS estimator if the number r of 
nonpredictive collinearities is 0 [ > 01. Hence, the TLS estimator (2.9) differs 
from the PC [LS] estimator (2.5) [(2.4)], depending on the size of the singular 
value &p+l--r of [X; y 1, corresponding to &p + 1 _ ,, which is made predictive by 
TLS. They coincide if &p + i _, = 0, i.e. if [X; y] = [d; 61 has one predictive 
collinearity (see Theorem 2.1 below). 
The comparison between the LR and TLS estimation is based on (2.8). 
Assuming s nonpredictive collinearities, we observe from (2.7) and (2.8) the 
strong, though different, relation between LR and TLS estimation (in con- 
trast to the assertion of Stewart [14]), depending on the size of the singular 
value ap+l--s corresponding to 9 + i _ *, which is made predictive by TLS. 
Indeed, 4 + i _ s = 0 implies that [X; y] has one predictive collinearity, and 
thus the estimates of TLS and LR coincide (see Theorem 2.1). Otherwise, 
TLS makes ap+ r _-J predictive by making $+ i _-s zero in its approximation 
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[ 2; $1, to obtain its estimate (2.8) with T = s + 1, which equals (2.9). LR, 
however, minimizes the residual sum of squares (like LS), after eliminating 
the s nonpredictive collinearities, to obtain its estimate (2.7). Observe that in 
(2.7) the contribution of a,,+ i _-s will dominate and thus pLR approaches 
P TLs, depending on the size of its corresponding singular value 4 + i ~ s. 
In generalizing the relations between all estimators, the presence or 
absence of (non)predictive collinearities (see definition above) in [X; y] is 
crucial. First of all, one can prove that, in case there is an exact solution, it is 
found by all methods. 
THEOREM 2.1. Zf [X; y] has one or me predictive collinearities, then 
(2.10) 
with PO the minimum norm exact solution of X/? = y. 
Proof. As soon as [X; y] has one predictive cohinearity, say 6r,+1, there 
exists a linear relation between the columns of X and y, namely [X; y]G,+ i 
= 0. As Gp+,,,+i # 0, it follows immediately that y E R(X) and R(X) = 
R([ X; y I). This means that the model (1.1) has an exact solution &,. Hence 
the minimal residual norm must be zero. As gp,+i is also zero, we obtain 
(2.10) from the definitions of the respective estimators (2.4) (2.5) (2.7), (2.8). 
If [X; y] has more predictive collinearities, say s + 1, then X must also have s 
collinearities, or equivalently, s zero singular values, according to the inter- 
lacing theorem [8, p. 261 for singular values. Taking the minimum-norm 
solution implies transforming the base of the right singular subspace of [X; y], 
corresponding to those s + 1 collinearities, to s nonpredictive base vectors 
and one predictive base vector [4, p. 892; 15, p. 311. Since u,_,+i = . . . = 
ap = &+i = . . . = Sp+.i, we obtain the unique minimum-norm solution 
(2.10) from the definition of the estimators (2.4) (2.5), (2.7) (2.9). n 
The difference between the estimators becomes apparent when the model 
does not have an exact solution, i.e. R(X) z R([ X; y]) and y E R(X). This 
implies that the number of predictive collinearities equals zero. In this case 
the collinearities, if any, are all nonpredictive. Using the interesting Theorem 
A.3 (see appendix), we can prove the following important relation between 
LR regression and PC: 
THEOREM 2.2. Zf there are only nonpredictive collinearities, then 
&c=Pm- (2.11) 
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Proof. Assume a nonpredictive collinearities corresponding to disjoint 
singular values. By Theorem A.3(b) the s smallest singular triplets in the SVD 
(2.1) of X and (2.2) of [X; y] then coincide, i.e., 
,. 
uj+l = * uj,rsj+l =uj and [fuT;~]r=~l~+~= [t:y+TI;~]r 
for j=p-s+l,..., p. (2.12) 
If s = 0, then LS, PC, and LR alI minimize the residual norm 11 X/? - y 1) 2, and 
thus pLs=p pc=pLR. If s>O, then 6. =0 for j=p-s+2,...,p+l. 
Using Theorem A.3, this implies that ‘zfy’= 0 for j = p - s + 1,. . . , p. As 
A0 2)j=z)j+l for j=p-s+l,..., p from (2.12), PC and LR will delete the 
same terms in the expression of their respective estimators (2.5) and (2.7). 
Hence ppc = pLR. In case of nonpredictive colhnearities corresponding to 
singular values with multiplicity T > 1, the proof stiU holds if one deals with 
the corresponding r-dimensional singular subspaces instead of the singular 
vectors. n 
FIG. 1. Geometric representation of least-squares approximation. The LS solution 
is obtained from the orthogonal projection y, of the response vector y onto the 
column space R(X) of the data matrix X by solving Xa = yx. 
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Using Theorem A.3(b), we can also immediately prove that firs = /3rc in 
case of s nonpredictive collinearities. 
Geometrically Theorem 2.2 implies that y is orthogonal to the vectors uj 
of X for j=p-s+l,..., p. Hence, y remains unchanged after the orthogo- 
nal projection onto those vectors. In order to find an approximation yx that 
belongs to the column space R(X) of X, y must be projected orthogonally 
onto the (p- s)-dimensional space R(X,_,)=Span{ur,...,u,_,} (see Fig- 
ure 1). Hence, yx = yx . Thus LS, PC, and LR obtain their estimate of /? in 
(1.1) which minimizes “the residual norm IIXp_,,B - yJJs. 
Combining now Theorems 2.1, and 2.2, we conclude immediately: If 
[X; y] has s nonpredictive collinearities, then 
P-S 
(2.13) 
Comparing (2.9) with (2.13), we observe that Rrrs + Prc and Brrs Z Pr.a if 
,. up _-s+ i > 0. This difference in estimation depends on the size of the singular 
FIG. 2. Geometric representation of total least-squares approximation. The TLS 
solution is obtained by approximating the columns xi of the data matrix X and the 
response vector y by xii and $ until ij is in the space R(g) generated by the columns 
xii, and solving rip = 6. 
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due ~p-s+l and can be best understood when we present the problem 
geomet$cally. Like LS, PC, and LR, TLS also tries first to find an approxima- 
tion [X;y] orthogonal to the vectors iij+i=uj for j=p-s+l,...,p in 
order to make y E R(X). As y is orthogonal to 2ij+i = uj for j = p - s + 
1 ,***, p, y remain; unchanged after the orthogonal projection. Hence y still 
@ R(X,_,) = R(X). In order to obtain a solution, TLS makes the TLS 
approximation [J?; @] of [X; y] orthogonal to zi,_,+ i (see Figure 2) by 
making the next larger singular value &p_8+ i of [X; y] zero, i.e., f7~_-s+ i is 
made predictive. If now &,+ 1, p+ i # 0, then y E R(X). Thus the total 
approximation effort ]][X - 2; y - $]]I, equal to $_-s+l, is minimized so that 
y E R(X) and the TLS estimate pns of p in (1.2) is obtained from (A.l). 
Observe that 4 + i _ s measures the degree of incompatibility of the set of 
linear equations Xp = y and thus indicates how closely the data X, y fit the 
linear model (1.1) or (1.2). 
3. CONCLUSIONS 
This paper proves some algebraic equivalences and relationships between 
the classical regression estimators (LS, PC, RR, and LR) of the parameters p 
in a linear regression model (1.1) and the TLS estimator of the parameters in 
a linear errors-in-variables model (1.2), in the presence of collinearities. Using 
the SVD and geometric concepts, the difference between LR and TLS is 
clarified and the equivalence between LS, PC and LR in the presence of 
nonpredictive collinearities are proven, The following conclusions have been 
drawn: 
(1) If y E R(X), then [X; y] has at least one predictive collinearity and 
the exact solution of X/4 = y is found by LS, PC, LR, and TLS estimation. 
(2) If y e R(X), all collinearities of [X; y] must be nonpredictive. As- 
sume this number equal to s (s > 0). The difference in estimation now 
becomes apparent and is proportional to the size of the next larger singular 
value 6p+l-s of [X; y], measuring how closely the data fit the model (1.1) or 
(1.2). LS, PC, and LR take the orthogonal projection yx of y onto R(X) in 
order to make y, E R(X) and obtain their estimate (2.13) by solving 
Xp = yx. Thus the residual! norm ]]Xa - y ]]a is minimized. TLS, however, 
approximates [X; y ] with [Xi@] by making 4 + i _ s zero, i.e., TLS makes one 
A v,, _-S+ i predictive, so tha,t [X; $1 has now one predictive collinearity. In this 
yay, Q is made E R(X) and TLS obtains its estimate- (2.9) by solving 
Xp = y.A Thus the total approximation effort ]][X; y] - [X; $1 ]lr, such that 
y E R(X), is minimized and given by 6p+l_s. 
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(3) Hence, we obtain the minimal residual norm with LS, PC, or LR, 
(i.e., IlX&r,s - y]]s > ]]XpLs - y,]]s), but the minimal total approximation 
effort with TLS (i.e. ]][X; y] - [X; G]]jF < ]]y - yx]]s, as proven by Van Huffel 
and Vandewalle [17]). 
As a final note we observe that in practice the collinearities are not exact, 
i.e., one has numerically gj z 0 and 6j,p+ i z 0. Depending on the strength of 
the collinearities, the same relations hold approximately for the inexact cases. 
APPENDIX. THE TOTAL LEAST-SQUARES (TLS) TECHNIQUE 
DEFINITION. Given an overdetermined set of n linear equations X/I = y 
in p unknowns, the total least-squares (TLS) solution is the minimum-norm 
solution PTLs of the set of n linear equations 
where X and ij are determined such that 
s (5 w3, (A-2) 
Il[X; y] - [X; ij] IIF is minimal. (A.3) 
Let (2.1) and (2.2) be the SVDs of X and [X; y] respectively. To solve the 
TLS problem in the generic case, i.e. $, > sr,+r, (A.2)-(A.3) are satisfied by 
making c+,,+ r in (2.2) zero. Hence, the TLS approximation of [X; y] is 
[X;c] =fieoT and T=diag(a^,,...,$,,,O). (A-4) 
Clearly the TLS solution is obtained by scaling the last column i& + i of 0 of 
the SVD of [X; y] so that its last component is - 1, or 
PGLs; - 1lT = - ~p+I/~p+Lp+I (A.5) 
We have summarized the practical TLS computation in a generalized 
algorithm [I51 which a.llows for coinciding and zero singular values and 
components 6,, p+ i = 0, and which can handle response matrices. 
We only mention now the following properties important in comparing 
TLS with the classical regression estimators. For the proofs, see [15]. 
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THEOREM A. 1. Zf c$ > I$+ 1 and y is not orthogonal to 2i,+ 1, then 
&LS=( x*x - q+J -lx*y, 64.6) 
or, using the SVD (2.1) of X, 
P rns= 5 (u;-cT~+l)-laj(u;y)vj. (A.7) 
j=l 
THEOREM A.2. Zf 3p+l coincides with other singular values a^,_ I > 8, = 
& . . . = Sp = up+ 1, then [pFLs; - l] * is a linear combination of the comespond- 
ing right singular vectors iTk,.. ., i&+1 such that the solution &Ls has 
minimum norm. 
Zf not all components Cj, ~,+ 1 with j = k, . . . , p + 1 are zero, the solution is 
P+l 
,. 
P TLS= c A,$? with 64.8) 
j=k 
Theorem A.2 still holds if the relation 6, = . . . = Sp+ 1 is statistically 
exact with respect to the errors on the data. 
Finally the following theorem allowed us to generalize the TLS algorithm 
and solve the TLS problem in the nongeneric sense; 
THEOREM A.3. Zf 1~ j < p + 1, then: 
(4 6j,p+l=0 3 y I 2ij and 6 I 2ij. 
(b) Assume that the singular values of X are disjoint. Then 
‘j,p+l=O * ~?~=a,, fij=fui,and6j= [+vr;O]* 
with iE {j-l,j}, l<i<p, (A.9a) 
A 
'j,p+l= O- yx I Gj. (A.9b) 
For coinciding singular values Theorem A.3(b) can be easily extended. 
Indeed, if ai has multiplicity T, the singular vectors vi and ui rive in the 
r-dimensional singular space corresponding to ui and one has to deal with 
singular spaces instead of singular vectors. 
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